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Fund Facts 

 Fund Manager 

  Richard Harwood   

MitonOptimal Jersey Ltd 

 (since inception) 

 Fund Structure 

  UCITS V 

 Domicile 

  Dublin 

 Currencies 

  GBP, USD, EUR, CHF 

 Administrator 

  CACEIS Ireland Ltd 

 Min Subscription 

50,000 for individuals, 

10,000 for platforms and 

designated bodies 

 Fund AUM 

£31.0m 

MitonOptimal Jersey Limited is regulated by the Jersey Financial Services Commission. Orchard Funds PLC has the 

status of a recognised scheme under Section 264 of FSMA 2000 of the United Kingdom. The Fund is authorised in 

Ireland and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. Past performance may not be a reliable guide to future perfor-

mance. Investments can go down as well as up and investors may not get back the whole amount they invested. 

Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value price or income of the product. For full disclo-

sure of the risks and warnings please visit our web site. www.mitonoptimal.com/jersey 

Orchard Funds PLC 

Equity Income & Total Return 

6% Targeted Annual Yield 

Altria Group, +35.18 bps  
Altria continued its solid bounce adding a further 35bps of performance to the 27bps from last 

month and for many of the same reasons. The negativity that was built into the Altria share 

price was clearly excessive and the simple lack of that negative news flow continues to drive the 

share price higher. It is not surprising that in a low interest rate environment, the attractive 

dividend yield of 6.5%, albeit somewhat lower than the 7.3% it stood at recently, is attracting 

interest and with the bad news around vaping slowly dissipating and the continued robust 

income from tobacco products, there is no immediate likelihood of that dividend being cut. The 

share price has performed strongly, but we believe that there is more to come. 

Lloyds Banking Group, +27.82 bps  

The strength of the Conservative party in the opinion polls has seen a strengthening of the 

Pound and a perception of greater stability in our negotiations with Europe, which have helped 

increase confidence in the UK economy and have had a beneficial effect on the Lloyds share 

price. The Lloyds Banking Group is probably more exposed to the UK economy than some of its 

competitors and has suffered accordingly with the uncertainty around the UK economy 

resulting in the stock being shunned by the market. As perceptions has improved, the Lloyds 

share price has risen over 20% in the last three months. That rise still does not reflect the 

underlying strength of the business . The stock trades on an undemanding forward P/E ratio of 

8x with earnings rising. A 5% dividend yield makes it even easier to hold. 

Easyjet, +29.44 bps  

Easyjet was a beneficiary of Sterling strength and the positivity around a conclusive outcome to 

the UK election. This saw the Easyjet share price rise 8% during the month, making for a 

cumulative rise of 38% since the lows at the end of August. This has brought the share price up 

towards our target of £13.50, closing the month at £13.38. This commitment expires in 

December so we will either lose the holding on the 20th if the share price is above £13.50 or we 

will keep the premium and rewrite aggressively close to our £13.50 target price. If we are called 

away, we would await a pull back before writing put options to re-enter the position 

somewhere below the £11.00 mark, where we will again believe that it offers value. 
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Much like a plane passing through turbulence, the share price of American Airlines does not 

enjoy the smoothest of rides but the underlying business is much more robust. One of the 

main attractions of holding American Airlines is that it is cheap, really cheap. It trades on a P/

E multiple of 5.7x earnings, which is expected to fall to just 5.1x earnings by the end of 2020.  

Furthermore, it is generating good operational free cash flow, albeit that they are spending 

much of that on new planes. The Company continues to be dogged by the grounding of the 

Boeing 737 Max, which has resulted in cancellations and a hit to profitability, but with a 

target date of January for the plane to come back into service, that headwind may soon 

dissipate. As we often note, there are no guarantees when the market will finally recognise 

value but it does limit the downside and we are able to enhance our yield with attractive 

option premiums, which make the wait easier. 

Halliburton Company, +23.33 bps  

Wells Fargo continued its recent rally recovering a further 5% to increase its gain since the May 

lows to 22%. This rise simply reflects a realignment with the fundamentals, which has been 

reflected in better earnings and more confidence from analysts. Wells Fargo trades on an 

undemanding P/E ratio of 12 supplemented by a solid dividend yield, and we believe that the 

combination of these factors give this holding significant further upside. We believe that the 

stock is still only fairly valued and have long held that we would be reluctant to sell out of this 

position below $60. We have written a January call at this level further enhancing our yield. 

Viacom Inc, +22.00 bps  

A rather modest bounce given the recent declines saw Halliburton rise 9% on the month adding 

23 points of return for the Fund. The oil drilling market remains depressed which weighs on the 

stock but within the sector, Halliburton are our favoured pick. We are, however, mindful of the 

fact that the sector may remain under pressure for a while and as such, we have written 

aggressively and are ensuring that while we hold this position it will yield highly. The dividend 

yield of the stock is a modest 3.3% but by writing aggressively, we are able to increase that 

yield to closer to 9%, a level at which we do not need to see material price appreciation to 

justify its inclusion in the portfolio. 

Wells Fargo Corporation, +18.97 bps  

Viacom produces media entertainment content for television, the Internet, mobile devices and 

video games. Although viewing habits are changing, the market has not only discounted those 

changes but extrapolated those changes forward for some time to come. The stock is therefore 

trading on a P/E multiple of less that 6 despite earnings rising gently. The stock has been 

suppressed by the debt burden of the Company which is not insignificant, but the Company 

generates a solid cash flow which will see that debt burden paid off over the next seven years, 

which is achievable. A low P/E, a solid cash flow, a respectable dividend and a good catalogue 

of programmes makes this a solid company, which we are happy to hold. 

American Airlines, -10.25 bps  


